MAKE: NISSAN  TYPE: Patrol
MODEL: Y62  YEAR: 2010 on
DETAIL: LWB Wagon
5.6L V8 Petrol

FRONT

COIL SPRING

- Linear Rate Raised Height (45mm Lift)
- Raised Height (45mm Lift)
- Linear Rate Raised Height (45mm Lift) 50 - 100Kg Accessories (Bull Bar AND Winch)

SHOCK ABSORBER

- Heavy Duty Twin Tube Gas

REAR

COIL SPRING

- Linear Rate Raised Height (45mm Lift) 1
- Linear Rate Raised Height (45mm Lift) 150 - 250Kg to GVM
- Linear Rate Raised Height (45mm Lift) 250 - 350Kg to GVM

SHOCK ABSORBER

- Heavy Duty Twin Tube Gas

Price Code

Torsion Bars: Sold in Pairs
Coil Springs: Sold in Pairs, (A) (B) (C) etc... Indicates Price Code